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An external three component strain gauge balance, designed, analyzed and manufactured in the Military
Technical Academy is presented. The balance is a multi-piece type and employs the use of six custommade load cells (sensors) to transfer the aerodynamic forces and moments from the wing to the computer
software environment for data processing and analysis. The relations between the loads acting on the wing
model and the measured forces are also underlined. The placement of the strain gauge on the composite
laminate is an important issue for increased sensor precision; therefore, it is given a thorough analysis. The
positioning of the force vector and its influence on the strain distribution over the lift sensor is also numerically
and experimentally analyzed.
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The lightweight wings are the key aerodynamic elements
in designing efficient light air-vehicles, and nowadays a shift in
research towards flexible lift surfaces is visible [1]. An important
step towards developing the lightweight, flexible wing of a
small aircraft is assessing the quality of the geometrical,
structural alterations one performs upon a classical wing type
[2]. To be able to evaluate the benefits and make fair
comparisons, one needs to use an external aerodynamic
balance with both wings types, traditional and innovative,
placed under the same conditions in a low-speed wing tunnel,
and perform accurate measurements [3].
This paper challenges the obstacles in custom designing
an external aerodynamic balance for wing aerodynamic small
loads data collection by custom made composite strip sensors.
The particular set of circumstances for which the external
balance is designed consists mainly of three interest areas:
the low-speed aerodynamics, small loads (10-50N) and
flexible surfaces on an asymmetric wing.
An external balance for wind tunnel experiments can be
defined from a structural point of view, as an elastic device
supporting the experimental model, created to measure the
aerodynamic loads acting on the model, as described in [4].
The primary function of the balance is to decompose the
aerodynamic load in some components (between three and
six), which can be measured individually with high precision.
There are already in use countless aerodynamic balances,
each with its particularities and design, customized for specific
or general needs [1].
The external balance design philosophy is based on
mechanical decoupling of forces [5]. The measurement of
loads on the six active components allows obtaining the forces
and moments components needed for wing study and
comparison. From a theoretical point of view, this design
concept does not focus on the coupling effects between the
three forces components and moments. Nevertheless, some
coupling effects are expected among the measured loads.
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Those effects can be introduced by a lot of factors, such as
improper assembly of balance components, deformation of
the model supports, deformation of the active balance
components, and so on.
A correct calibration procedure compensates for the errors
introduced by the coupling of forces, but it also considers the
magnitude of the error. Stressing the importance of the
calibration, the force coupling effect becomes critical in the
relation between lift and drag. For example, for high-quality
balances the error introduced by the coupling effects in the
measurements is only about 1% but for aeronautical
applications, this is also the order of ratio between lift and
drag.
Experimental part
Methods and materials
The external aerodynamic balances Data Acquisition
System (DAQS) is composed of several elements that allow
the conversion of physical forces into digital values. The entire
measuring system is highly influenced by each and any of its
components; therefore, a brief look into the DAQS is considered
mandatory.
The following subsystems compose the DAQS:
Mechanical device
This element has to ensure there are no frictional forces
present and, by doing so, there are no undesired loads
measured. The geometry of the mechanical device is
shown in figure 1, and the main structural components are
highlighted.

Custom strain gauge sensors
This active component that converts the physical load
into an electric signal is highly dependent on the quality of
the pressure sensors, strain gauges or base material type.
The load cells, also known as strain gauges, are commonly
used to generate electrical signals through the mechanical
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Fig. 1. Geometrical design for mechanical
support device

Fig. 2. Aerodynamic balance-experimental
build

deformation caused by the applied force. In this particular
sensor system design a pair of constantan foil resistance,
strain gauges, of 349.8 ±0.1 mV resistance each was used
on both sides of a six layer-fiberglass composite strip, as
shown in fig. 1, 2 and 3. Four strain gauges were mounted
coplanar, on two composite strips, to form a Wheatstone
bridge and convert the deformation into an electrical signal.

Fig. 3. Strain gauge sensor on composite
strip- top view

The meshing was done using tetrahedral 8 node elements
under the Simulation module of the CAD [7]. On the
surfaces corresponding to the strain gauge placement, the
mesh was refined with an element edge constraint of
0.4mm. The total number of nodes generated was 413881
with about 268000 items (fig. 4).
Fig. 4. The finite
element model’s
made mesh with
413881nodes and
268143 tetra
elements

Electronic amplifiers
Having the sensor output signal as a weak millivolt signal,
the role of the amplifier comes naturally to increase the
power of the signal to a distinct signal for the analog to
digital converter used. Therefore, six 0~5V (10V)/4~20mA
load cell sensor amplifiers were used for the full bridge
strain gauge force transducers. One is depicted in fig. 3.
Wires
The quality and efficiency of the wires that carry the
signal between the sensor and the amplifier cannot be
stressed enough, so low resistance high-quality electric
wires were used.
Data acquisition module
This type of device performs conversions of a continuous
analog signal into a discrete time digital signal. The
parameters that differentiate between these acquisition
modules are resolution, sampling rate and accuracy. The
converter used (NI USB-6210) in the measuring system
with a resolution of 16 bits, eight channels and a sampling
rate of 250 kS/s is deemed appropriate for wind tunnel
balance requirements by [2]. Also, the level of integration
with computers is very high, and the user can build his
software.
Software
The software applications that post process the acquired
data to obtain the forces and moments values needed are
available in several options: from commercial applications
to custom designed ones, from calculus sheets to complex
codes modeled on the complexity of the wind tunnels.
Strain gauge placement through CAD analysis
Placing the strain gauges on the composite strips was
done after the entire external balance was modeled in a
CAD environment and the correct length of the composite
strips was determined. In the open CAD environment, the
whole balance model was drawn and statically analyzed
using the finite element method [6]. To simulate the
deformation of the composite strips, the parts were drawn
to size, and the material models were chosen accordingly.
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In the measurement problem on hand, strain gauges
have been used, one on each side of the composite strip,
sensors connected in a full bridge Wheatstone
configuration. The composite strip acts as a bending beam
under the loads introduced on one end by the moving fixture
frame.
It is well known that the arms of the Wheatstone bridge
are formed by the strain gauges active grid resistors. The
connections between the transducers and the instruments
were color coded according to the HBM standard. Then
these insulated black and blue wires connect to nodes 2
and 3 and introduce a known excitation voltage UE. The
output voltage UA that appears between nodes 1 and 4
linked to the white and red wires depends on the ratio of
resistors R1: R2 and R4: R3.
In general, the equation:
(1)

is valid, and for the balanced bridge case we can write:
(2)

After the bridge is detuned and UA appears we can write:
(3)

moreover, substituting we have:
(4)

The fixed gauge factor k is determined after the
calibration with dead weights.
For a bending beam [8], the conditions are
straightforward and favorable because the strain values
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for the Wheatstone bridge configuration are of the same
absolute value but opposite signs.
For the composite strip sensors study involving the
variation of the particular strain along its length, to precisely
position the pressure gauge, its finite element model was
analyzed. The surfaces on each end of the strip that are
connected to the frames of the aerodynamic balance are
modeled to having imposed displacements (as in fig. 5).
When a force is applied to the tubes, the balance’s frames
move in such a way that they remain in a parallel position
to each other. In consequence, the nodal displacements
corresponding to the nodes in section A were blocked,
whereas the displacements of the nodes in section B had
a tolerance of 0.1mm in the normal direction of the
composite strip.

Fig. 5. Composite strip modeled geometry and boundary
conditions. A-Fixed Displacements, B- Imposed displacements of
0.1mm

Results and discussions
Following the analysis of the obtained results of strain
distribution over the composite strip in a typical loading
case scenario, we can see an almost constant stress
distribution over the width of the strip (fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Strain along the composite strip (in the gauge’s direction)

A grip effect is also present, but it is of little consequence
because it does not affect the central area of the strip.
Along the length of the strip, on its upper surface, the strains
vary from positive values (positive towards A section) to
negative values (towards the B sections the composite
fibers in the strip are subjected to compression). This
process is mirrored on the lower surface of the composite
strip with the fibers closer to section A being compressed.
Therefore, the strains measured by the gauges on the
upper side of the strip are the same as the ones measured
on the underside but of different signs. The conditions
become better when adding the values in the equation
(4).
Figure 7 shows the variation of the strain on the upper
surface of the composite strip, where the strain gauge is
positioned, in the axis direction. We can see that the
maximum values are not present at the end of the piece,
as the bent beam theory [8, 9] would suggest, but at a
distance of approximately 0.68mm away.
Averaging the stress values obtained in the Mathcad
software [10], over a 4mm length that corresponds to the
active length of the strain gauge, for different placement
distances of the strain gauge from the section A (the edge
of the frame) we have plotted the graph in figure 8. One
can notice that the strain gauge positioned right at the edge
of the frame leads to the maximum strain value, therefore
to the maximum sensor effectiveness.
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Fig.7. Strain over the length of strip

Fig. 8. Strain variation averaged over the active length of the strain
gauge with the distance to the frame edge (section A)

The alignment marks of the strain gauges have been
lined up with the middle of the composite strip with a
placement distance of 16 mm from one end of the strip
(fig. 3). This way strain gauges were positioned one on
each side of the composite strip, the positioning distances
to the composite strips end being checked beforehand to
ensure a perfect symmetry and superposition of the two
strain gages.
A positioning system was used for more precision [1113]. Therefore, we obtained a mirror like configuration
and the doubling of strain gauge measurement precision.
Bonding the strain gauges on the composite strips was
done with an adhesive based on a cyanoacr ylate
compound that does not affect the gauges wiring. The
connection wires were put in place after the glue was
completely dry, and their isolation was done with a thin
single component silicone rubber without any solvents.

Positioning the force vector and its influence on the strain
distribution over the lift sensor
This influence has been analyzed by loading one of the
forces introducing tubes of the aerodynamic balance so
that only the lift force corresponding composite strips are
active and then varying the position of the force over the
tube. Ten different distances or position of the normal force
vector have been considered, one for every 10mm, starting
from the edge of the frame. Figure 9 and 10 show the
stresses and strains, for all the mounted strain gauges under
the 10N introduced force.
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Fig. 9. Equivalent
von Mises stress
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Fig. 10. Strain on the surface of the strain gauges under the 10 N
loading of the aerodynamic balance

For every loading case, the strains are computed over
the gauges’ directions. Considering the following relation
between the measured force and strain:
(5)

where Ke is a constant determined after the first loading
scenario and εi, with i=1,2,3,4 are the strains corresponding
to the sensor gauge, we can see a theoretical influence of
the force vector placement position over the measured
value (fig. 11).
Fig. 11.
Theoretical (FEM
method) variation
of the lift force,
measured by the
sensor, with the
distance to the
force vector

Fig. 12.
Experimental
variation of the
lift force as
measured by the
sensor, with the
placement of the
force vector

The force vector positioning error between the highest
and lowest distances to the sensor is about 4.6%.
The experimental determination of this variation of the
force with its placement position has been done in four
points by placing a weight of a 1000g on one of the loading
tubes. Figure 12 presents this variation. A suitable sensor
measurement behavior can be seen and the measured
value being insignificantly influenced by the force vector
placement (under 1%).
The results and observations made can be extended to
the composite strips corresponding to the sensors that
measure the resistance force, the basic design being the
same [14-16].
The loading of the balance with a force that induces
only the lift leads to strains in the sensors corresponding to
the resistance force, as can be seen in figure 13.
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Fig. 13 Strains on the sensors for resistance force measuring
emerged after only lift force loading the balance

One can quickly notice the order of magnitude of these
strains that is ten times lower than the one corresponding
to the lift, as well as the fact that the value of the strain on
the upper side (in this case the left side) is positive,
whereas on the lower side it is negative.
The values of the sensor’s strain corresponding to this
vertical composite strip are a little apart due to the
asymmetric loading of the balance (the tubes not being
contained in the symmetry plane of the sensor), and
therefore this type of force application would generate the
bending and twisting of the balance.
The determination the lift generated moment is
characterized by a linear variation with the distance to the
application of the force, fact theoretically and
experimentally determined. Figure 14 presents the
experimental variation of the lift generated a moment that
was measured at the same time as the lift. Remarkable is
the lowering intensity of the bending moment with the
decreasing distance between the edge of the frame and
the point of force application. This distance was decreased
successively by 2.5mm starting from the edge of the tube.

Fig. 14 Bending moment variation with the lowering of force
application distance to the frame’s edge

The fiberglass structures are recommended to be used
for various high performance fields [17-20].
The research is valuable starting from the fact that the
developed model allows further testing of various
composite fiberglass materials including the recyclable
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wasted plastics, scattered in huge amounts around us [21,
22]. Thus, it would be increased the wellbeing and health
of all individuals [23] and it would be reduced the
environment burden [24, 25].
Conclusions
A three-component balance has been designed,
analyzed and manufactured in the Military Technical
Academy. Being a multi-piece type, it employs the use of
six custom-made load cells (sensors) to transfer the
aerodynamic forces and moments from the wing to the
computer software environment. The relations between
the loads acting on the wing model and the measured
forces are underlined.
The focus of the paper is on analyzing the placement of
the strain gauge on the fiberglass composite laminate, as
it is an important issue for increased sensor precision. A
theoretical approach says that the strain gauge positioned
right at the edge of the frame leads to the maximum strain
value, therefore to the maximum sensor effectiveness.
However, in this particular case, the numerical and also
experimental studies contradict it somewhat by placing
the strain gauge at a distance of 0.68mm away.
The positioning of the force vector and its influence on
the strain distribution over the lift sensor is also analyzed
with the finite element method and experimentally
validated using dead weight placement. A good behavior
of the sensor can be seen and the measured value being
insignificantly influenced by the force vector placement
(under 1%). Also remarkable and a statement for the
decoupling of the forces and moments introduced by this
balance is the profound influence one type of aerodynamic
force(lift) loading, has on the resistance or moment
sensors. This is ten times less by order of magnitude.
Another interesting conclusion is the lowering intensity
of the bending moment with the decreasing distance
between the edge of the frame and the point of force
application, proving that distributing the load over the
surface of the wing will not influence the sensor data.
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